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(57) Abstract: A blood pressure calculation method based on pulse reflected wave transit time, and a blood pressure meter. The 
method comprises the following steps: Sl: collecting and storing pulse waveform data of a fingertip; S2: processing the pulse wave
form data, so as to obtain a heart rate and parameters of each pulse cycle, detecting time axis coordinates of a pulse wave dominant 
wave starting point SPL 1 and a reflected wave growth point SPL2 within each pulse cycle, and calculating corresponding pulse re 

f4 flected wave transit time (RWTT): RWTT=SPL2-SPL 1; S3: calculating to form a RWTT array; and S4: calculating a systolic pres 
sure and a diastolic pressure according to the RWTT array and the heart rate. The present blood pressure calculation method and 
blood pressure meter measure a fingertip pulse using only one sensor, thus achieving simplicity, convenience, and quickness; by 
analyzing a correlation theory basis of a pulse reflected wave and a human blood pressure, correlation models between RWTT and a 
systolic pressure as well as a diastolic pressure are established, and the systolic pressure and the diastolic pressure are calculated ac 

o cording to two blood models; and the systolic pressure and the diastolic pressure, calculated by means of the present method, are 
more accurate, and less in error, and the application range is large.  
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SPECIFICATION 

TITLE 

BLOOD PRESSURE CALCULATION METHOD BASED ON PULSE RETURN WAVE 

5 TRANSMISSION TIME, AND BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] 

The present disclosure relates to a blood pressure calculation method based on pulse return 

10 wave transmission time and a blood pressure monitor, and belongs to the technical field of 

medical device.  

RELATED ART 

[0002] 

15 All of the conventional electronic blood pressure monitors must perform pressurizing and 

depressurizing through a cuff, and measure the blood pressure by auscultation or oscillography.  

Due to the discomfort caused by the pressurization of the cuff, this type of blood pressure 

monitor is called an invasive blood pressure monitor. In recent years, there have been some 

non-invasive blood pressure monitors, which calculate the pulse wave propagation velocity 

20 generally based on the measured pulse wave transmission time (PTT) and PTT-BP blood 

pressure model, and further estimate the systolic pressure.  

[0003] 

As disclosed in Chinese Patent Announcement No. CN102223837B, entitled "Blood Pressure 

Information Measuring Device for Measuring Pulse Wave Velocity as Blood Pressure 

25 Information", in a measuring device, cuffs which are worn respectively at the upper arm and 

the lower limb (ankle) are used to measure the blood pressure of the upper arm and the blood 

pressure of the lower limb (S 101). Further, the pulse wave of the upper arm and the pulse wave 

of the lower limb are measured synchronously by using these cuffs (S103). Then, the pulse 

wave propagation velocity (baPWV) at the upper arm and the lower limb is calculated based on 

30 the difference of the occurrence time between the two pulse waves (S 105. S107). Further, the 

upper arm pulse wave propagation velocity (upper arm PWV) is calculated based on the 

difference of the occurrence time between the ejection wave and the return wave of the upper 

arm pulse wave (S 109, S111). This method requires two sensors, generally, one placed in the 

vicinity of the heart for receiving the heart sound signal (ECG), and the other placed at the 

35 human limbs (wrist, fingers, foot, etc.) or behind the ears and other parts for receiving the pulse 
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wave signal (usually obtained by photoplethysmography i.e., PPG) propagated thereto. By 

comparing the two signals, the pulse wave transmission time is measured. In this method, the 

two sensors each have a corresponding circuit and are connected to each other by a wire, so 

that they are not convenient to use and are usually incorporated into some wearable garments 

5 (accessories). There are also ways to place two sensors directly at the wrist and fingers, thereby 

measuring the PTT from the wrist to the fingers by comparing the pulse wave signal thereat.  

However, the pulse wave velocity calculated by this method is local and does not conform to 

the definition in the PTT-BP blood pressure model, so that the estimated systolic pressure value 

will have a relatively large deviation.  

10 

SUMMARY 

[0004] 

The technical problem to be solved by the present disclosure is to provide a new blood pressure 

electronic measurement technique and method based on the return wave transmission time 

15 (RWTT) in order to alleviate at least one of the above deficiencies. In the new technique and 

method, only one sensor is required, and by touching the sensor with fingers, the diastolic 

pressure, systolic pressure, heart rate and other values could be calculated through complex 

algorithms in just a few seconds.  

[0005] 

20 The technical solution for solving the technical problem of the disclosure is as follows: 

A method for calculating blood pressure based on pulse return wave transmission time, 

comprising steps of: 

Si: collecting and storing pulse waveform data at a fingertip; 

S2: processing said pulse waveform data to obtain a heart rate and parameters of a plurality of 

25 pulse periods, detecting time axis coordinates of a primary wave starting point SPLI of a pulse 

wave and a growth point SPL2 of a return wave in each of said pulse periods, and calculating a 

corresponding pulse return wave transmission time RWTT: RWTT = SPL2 - SPLI; 

S3: calculating the pulse return wave transmission time RWTT in each of said pulse periods to 

form a RVTT array; and 

30 S4: calculating systolic and diastolic pressures based on said RWTT array and the heart rate.  

[0006] 

Preferably, the method further comprises a step S5 of correcting the calculated systolic and 

diastolic pressures for each individual.  

[0013] 

35 Preferably, the method further comprises a step S21 of correcting said growth point SPL2 of 
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the return wave in accordance with profile characteristics of different types of pulse waves.  

[0014] 

Preferably, the step of calculating the systolic pressure comprises establishing a systolic 

pressure SYS formula according to said RWTT array 

5 26 

where Ks is 1.2-1.8, preferably 1.5.  

[0015] 

Preferably, the step of calculating the diastolic pressure comprises establishing a first diastolic 

blood pressure DIA formula according to said RWTT array 

DIA = Kd + K 2 - HR 
10 RWTTI 

wherein Kai is 2.1-3.3, preferably 2.7, Kd2 is 0.3-0.8, preferably 0.5, and HR is the heart rate.  

[0016] 

Preferably, the step of calculating the diastolic pressure comprises establishing a second 

diastolic blood pressure DIA formula according to said RWTT array 

L A= Kdl 
DIA = ' "2 + Kd2 + "Cd 

15 RWTT 2  T SL, 

where Kdi is 1.6-2.4, preferably 2, Kd2 is 12-18, preferably 15, Kd3 is 52 (Pnor-DC) to 79 

(POC-DC), preferably 66 (P1 o0-DC), SL is a normalized slope, and Pnor and DC are reference 

peak and reference DC voltage in the pulse period, respectively.  

[0017] 

20 Preferably, the step S5 comprises: comparing the calculated systolic and diastolic pressures 

with predetermined standard values, and obtaining a systolic pressure correction parameter Ksc 

and a diastolic pressure correction parameter Kc; and substituting the systolic pressure 

correction parameter Ksc into the systolic pressure SYS formula to form a corrected systolic 

pressure SYS formula, and substituting the diastolic pressure correction parameter Kc into the 

25 first diastolic pressure DIA formula and second diastolic pressure DIA formula, respectively, to 

form a corrected first diastolic pressure DIA formula and a corrected second diastolic pressure 

DIA formula.  

[0018] 

Preferably, the corrected systolic pressure SYS formula is 

30 Sag 
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where Ks is 1.2-1.8, preferably 1.5.  

[0019] 

Preferably, the corrected first diastolic blood pressure DIA formula is 

DI=K DIA = ," ,2 + Ad - HR + Ad, 

5 where Kdi is 2.1-3.3, preferably 2.7, Kd2 is 0.3-0.8, preferably 0.5, and HR is the heart rate.  

[0020] 

Preferably, the corrected second diastolic blood pressure DIA formula is 

DI1A= + d2 + K S 
RWTTU2  T, SL 

where Kdi is 1.6-2.4, preferably 2, Kd2 is 12-18, preferably 15, Kd3 is 52 (Pnor-DC) to 79 

10 (P1 or-DC), preferably 66 (P1 or-DC), and SL is a normalized slope.  

[0021] 

Preferably, instead of said RWTT array, a median RTM of the calculated RWTT array for all of 

the pulse periods collected in 10 seconds is used to calculate medians of systolic and diastolic 

pressures over 10 seconds.  

15 [0022] 

Preferably, medians or averages of the calculated heart rate HR and normalized slope SL for all 

of the pulse periods collected in 10 seconds are used as said heart rate HR and said normalized 

slope SL.  

[0023] 

20 A blood pressure monitor employing the above blood pressure calculation method based on a 

pulse return wave transmission time, comprising a pulse sensor, wherein the pulse sensor is 

connected in turn with a linear current-to-voltage conversion circuit, a unity gain buffer, a 

low-pass amplifier circuit, an analog-to-digital conversion circuit, and a processor, and the 

processor is further connected with a power supply.  

25 [0024] 

Preferably, only one said pulse sensor is provided.  

[0025] 

Preferably, said processor is further connected with a memory and/or a display and input 

module and/or a low dropout linear regulator.  

30 [0026] 

Preferably, the low-pass amplifier circuit has a cutoff frequency of 20-50 Hz.  

[0027] 

4
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Preferably, the analog-to-digital conversion circuit has its sampling rate set to I kS/s.  

[0028] 

Preferably, the processor performs low pass digital filtering on digitized data with a cutoff 

frequency of 10 Hz to further remove the noise.  

5 [0029] 

The disclosure has the advantages that: 

(1) the blood pressure calculation method of the disclosure uses only one sensor to measure the 

fingertip pulse, thus achieving simplicity, convenience, and quickness. By analyzing a 

corresponding theory basis of a pulse return wave and a human blood pressure, correlation 

10 models between RWTT and a systolic pressure as well as a diastolic pressure are established, 

and the systolic pressure and the diastolic pressure are calculated according to two blood 

models. The systolic pressure and the diastolic pressure, calculated by means of the present 

method, have higher accuracy, less error, and broad range of application. At the same time, the 

disclosure combines the technique with the PPG pulse sensor, obtains the pulse waveform by 

15 fingers contacting the pulse sensor and carries on a series of analysis and calculation for the 

pulse waveform, finally calculates the blood pressure and obtains the heart rate data.  

[0030] 

(2) The second diastolic pressure DIA formula of the present disclosure has added a parameter 

of normalized slope in consideration of the influence of the normalized slope, and thus is more 

20 suitable for those who have abnormal attenuation rates during blood pressure diastole, and the 

measured diastolic pressure is more accurate.  

[0031] 

(3) The present disclosure corrects the calculated systolic and diastolic pressures for each 

individual. When a user uses the electronic product of the present disclosure, it is necessary to 

25 input the height and measurement data with standard mercury sphygmomanometer. By using 

individual height value and performing individual automatic blood pressure correction, more 

accurate measurement results may be obtained for different patients.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

30 [0032] 

The disclosure will now be further described with reference to the accompanying drawings and 

embodiments.  

[0033] 

Fig. 1 is a graph showing a relationship between a pulse return wave transmission time (RWTT) 

35 and a pulse wave transmission time (PTT); 
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[0034] 

Fig. 2 is a flow chart of a blood pressure calculation method according to the present 

disclosure; 

[0035] 

5 Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a blood pressure monitor according to the 

present disclosure; 

[0036] 

Fig. 4 shows profile plots of five types of pulse wave; 

[0037] 

10 Fig. 5 shows a specific blood pressure waveform.  

[0038] 

Reference numerals: 

1-pulse wave sensor, 2-linear current-to-voltage conversion circuit, 3-unity gain buffer, 

4-low-pass amplifier circuit, 5-analog-to-digital conversion circuit, 6-processor, 7-internal 

15 memory, 8-external memory, 9-display and input module, 10-power supply, 11-low dropout 

linear regulator.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0039] 

20 The present disclosure will now be described in further detail with reference to the 

accompanying drawings. All of the drawings are simplified schematic diagrams, and depict the 

basic structure of the present disclosure by way of illustration only, and therefore only show the 

configurations related to the present disclosure.  

[0040] 

25 Embodiment 1 

[0041] 

A blood pressure calculation method based on a pulse return wave transmission time according 

to the present disclosure as shown in Fig. 2 includes the following steps: 

[0042] 

30 S 1: collecting and storing pulse waveform data at the fingertip. wherein in the actual electronic 

measurement technique of the present disclosure, a blood pressure waveform at the finger is 

characterized by a pulse wave waveform measured thereat; 

[0043] 

S2: processing the pulse waveform data, and deriving the heart rate and parameters of a 

35 plurality of pulse periods. Wherein, the definition of a return wave transmission time (RWTT), 
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which is a basic key parameter for the implementation of the present disclosure, is an interval 

between a primary wave starting point of a blood pressure waveform and a growth point of its 

return wave, as shown in Fig. I. Thus, in each of the pulse periods, by detecting the time axis 

coordinates of the primary wave starting point SPLI of the pulse wave and the growth point 

5 SPL2 of return wave, a corresponding pulse return wave transmission time RWTT is calculated: 

RWTT=SPL2-SPL1. A difference between the definitions of RWTT and pulse wave 

transmission time PTT is also shown in Figure 1, where PTT is defined as an interval between 

a R peak of a heart sound signal and the primary wave starting point of the blood pressure 

(pulse) waveform; 

10 [0044] 

S3: calculating the pulse return wave transmission time RWTT in each of said pulse periods in 

said pulse waveform data by the above-described formula to form a RWTT array; 

[0045] 

S4: formulas of the RWTT array and the systolic and diastolic pressures are established 

15 respectively according to the RWTT array and the heart rate, and the systolic and diastolic 

pressures are calculated.  

[0046] 

The blood pressure calculation method of the disclosure uses only one sensor to measure the 

fingertip pulse, and is simple, convenient and quick. By analyzing the corresponding basic 

20 theory of pulse return wave and human blood pressure, the correlation models between RWTT 

and the systolic and diastolic pressures are established, and the systolic and diastolic pressures 

are calculated according to the two blood pressure models. The systolic and diastolic pressures 

calculated according to the present disclosure have higher accuracy, less error, and board range 

of application. At the same time, the disclosure perfectly combines the technique with the PPG 

25 pulse sensor, obtains the pulse waveform by making fingers contact the pulse sensor, conducts 

a series of analysis and calculation on the pulse waveform, and finally calculates the blood 

pressure and obtains the heart rate data simultaneously.  

[0047] 

Embodiment 2 

30 [0048] 

On the basis of the blood pressure calculation method based on the pulse return wave 

transmission time described in embodiment 1, the present disclosure further includes a step S5: 

correcting the finally calculated systolic and diastolic pressures for each individual, wherein a 

user needs to first enter the height and measurement data with standard mercury 

35 sphygmomanometer upon using the electronic product of the present disclosure, and the 

7
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individual height values are used for individual blood pressure automatic correction to obtain 

accurate measurements.  

[0049] 

It is preferable to further include a step S21 in which said growth point SPL2 of return wave is 

5 correspondingly corrected according to the profile characteristics of different types of pulse 

waves. In the present embodiment, the correction of said growth point SPL2 of return wave 

involves five types of pulse wave profiles as shown in Fig. 4, which are divided into four 

categories, two of which belong to category II. For category 1, there is a notch between the 

return wave and the primary wave. For category II, there is no notch between the return wave 

10 and the primary wave, but there is a small but rather flat transitional portion. For category III, 

there is no notch between the return wave and the primary wave, but a change in slope.  

Category III are further divided into two types, the first one with a primary peak that maintains 

the original shape, while the second one with a primary peak that presents an increased width 

and covers the corresponding part of the return wave. For category IV, the return wave portion 

15 further gets closer to and merges into the primary wave, and the change in slope between the 

two is not obvious. In the second-order waveform of the pulse wave of category I, the growth 

point SPL2 of return wave does not need to be corrected, that is, the peak position caused by 

the growth point of return wave. For category 11 and the first type of category III, the growth 

point SPL2 of return wave needs an appropriate fine adjustment. For the second type of 

20 category III, the growth point SPL2 of return wave needs a larger adjustment. The above 

mentioned adjustments are forward or backward shifting of the growth point SPL2 of return 

wave, which are prior art means.  

[0050] 

Embodiment 3 

25 [0051] 

On the basis of the blood pressure calculation method based on the pulse return wave 

transmission time described in the above embodiment 1 and embodiment 2, the systolic 

pressure is calculated by the following step: establishing the systolic pressure SYS formula 

according to said RWTT array. According to the pulse wave transmission time PTT-blood 

30 pressure BP model, a process of blood propagation from the ventricle through the artery 

network to the fingertip may be equivalent to a process of a pulse wave propagation in a rigid 

pipe, and thus the work that is done by pressure is equal to the sum of kinetic and potential 

energy. In case the fingers are located on the same height with the heart in the measurement, 

only the kinetic energy needs to be considered. According to the relevant physical theory, it 

35 may be deduced that 

8
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where Ks is 1.5, the accuracy of which has been verified by a large number of experiments.  

This formula derives a systolic pressure SYS in the unit of kg/m 3, which may be converted into 

the systolic pressure in the unit of mmHg.  

5 [0052] 

The diastolic pressure is defined as the lowest point of arterial blood pressure waveform when 

it attenuates during diastole. The rate of the attenuation of the blood pressure during diastole 

depends on a number of factors, including accumulation of aorta blood pressure during systole, 

artery system resistance (in relation to artery system, especially the stiffness of vessel wall of 

10 arteriole) and the like. Diastolic pressure is also highly correlated with BP, that is, with PTT2 

and RWTT 2. Therefore, according to the RWTT array, the first diastolic pressure DIA formula 

is established: 

DIA = 1 KI + K, - HR 

where Kdi is 2.7, Kd2 is 0.5, and HR is the heart rate. This formula derives a diastolic pressure 

15 DIA in the unit of mmHg. The value of the parameters in the present disclosure may be 

converted according to the circumstances of use, and if the calculation formula of the present 

disclosure is used while just those parameters have been subjected to conventional 

transformation, the use shall be considered as falling into the protection scope of the present 

disclosure.  

20 [0053] 

Embodiment 4 

[0054] 

On the basis of the blood pressure calculation method based on the pulse return wave 

transmission time described in the above embodiments, the diastolic pressure is calculated as 

25 follows: according to said RWTT array, a second diastolic pressure DIA formula is established: 

DIA= Kd +", 2 + K 3 
RWTT2  T, SL 

where Kdi is 2, Kd2 is 15, Kd3 is 66 (Por-DC), and SL is a normalized slope. This formula 

derives a diastolic pressure DIA in the unit of mmHg. For a particular individual, the minimum 

level to which the arterial blood pressure attenuates is related to the allowed attenuation time 

30 and is also related to the slope of the attenuation ramp. Wherein, the attenuation time is 

positively proportional to the period of the blood pressure waveform and is inversely 

9
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proportional to the instantaneous heart rate. The slope of the attenuation ramp is in turn related 

to the strength (amplitude) of the measured pulse (blood pressure) waveform signal in the 

waveform, and therefore requires standardization (normalization) processing.  

[0055] 

5 The schematic diagram of deriving standardized slope SL is shown in Fig. 5, where Td is the 

attenuation time of each waveform period, Pnor represents the peak, and Vor represents the 

trough. Each waveform is standardized with reference to the reference peak Por, so that the 

standardized trough Vnor is: 

[0056] 

Vr =DC -(DC-V)(P, 07-DC) 

10 P-DC 

[0057] 

Where DC is the amplified DC reference level of the pulse voltage waveform collected by the 

sensor, and the above Td, Vnor, Pnor and DC are all parameters of the pulse period, all of which 

are commonly used in prior art. And then the standardized slope SL of the attenuation ramp 

15 may be derived: 

[0058] 

SL = ". nor 

Tt 

[0059] 

The formula of the second diastolic pressure DIA in this embodiment is more suitable for those 

20 who have abnormal attenuation rates during blood pressure diastole, and the measured diastolic 

pressure is more accurate.  

[0060] 

Embodiment 5 

[0061] 

25 In the blood pressure calculation method based on the pulse return wave transmission time 

described in the above embodiments, the step S5 specifically includes comparing the calculated 

systolic and diastolic pressures with predetermined standard values. For the convenience of 

comparison, the calculated medians of the systolic and diastolic pressures may be used for 

comparison. In the comparison, for the diastolic pressure, a value obtained by subtracting the 

30 calculated value from the standard value is calculated as a diastolic pressure correction 

parameter K&c, and for the systolic pressure, a value obtained by dividing the standard value by 

the calculated value is calculated as a systolic pressure correction parameter Ksc. Substituting 

said systolic pressure correction parameter Ksc into the systolic pressure SYS formula forms a 

10
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corrected systolic pressure SYS formula, and substituting the diastolic pressure correction 

parameter Kdc into the first diastolic pressure DIA formula and the second diastolic pressure 

DIA formula forms a corrected first diastolic pressure DIA formula and a corrected second 

diastolic pressure DIA formula, respectively.  

5 [0062] 

When a user first uses the electronic product of the present disclosure, the user may first carry 

on a measurement with a standard mercury sphygmomanometer and input the measurement 

results in advance as standard values. Then, the electronic product of the present disclosure is 

used to take a measurement within 5 minutes. During the calculation by the product, the 

10 systolic pressure SYS formula and the first (or second) diastolic pressure DIA formula are first 

used to conduct calculations, and the calculated values are compared with the standard values 

input by the user in advance to obtain and store permanently the values of the correction 

parameters Ksc and Kde. When the electronic product of the present disclosure is used for 

measurement next time, the product automatically uses the corrected systolic pressure SYS 

15 formula and the corrected first (or second) diastolic pressure DIA formula to conduct 

calculations. Each time the user performs the above correction process, the values of the 

correction parameters Ksc and Kdc stored in the product are updated accordingly.  

[0063] 
Said corrected systolic pressure SYS formula is, specifically, 

20 *YS .66 

where Ks is 1.5.  

[0064] 
The corrected first diastolic pressure DIA formula is, specifically, 

LA=Kdl±KHR)K 
DIA = R"r ,7 + Ks2 - HR + K 

25 where Kid is 2.7, Kd2 is 0.5, and HR is heart rate.  

[0065] 

The corrected second diastolic pressure DIA formula is, specifically, 

KdI Kd2  Kd3 DIA= "A+ +2 a+K 
RWTT 2  T SL 

where Kid is 2, Kd2 is 15, Kd3 is 66 (Pnor-DC), and SL is the standardized slope.  

30 [0066] 

Said RWTT array in all of the above formulas can be replaced by a median RTM of the RWTT 

array calculated for all pulse periods collected in 10 seconds to calculate the medians of 

11
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systolic and diastolic pressures over 10 seconds.  

[0067] 

Calculating with RWTT array gives a group of data, which may be construed as real-time 

blood pressure data. There may be deviations between this group of data, or a certain data may 

5 have a calculation error because a certain collected waveform is not good enough. By using the 

median RTM, medians of the systolic and diastolic pressures within 10 seconds may be 

obtained, which ensures correct and stable measurement results. Said heart rate IR and 

standardized slope SL in all of the above formulas may be replaced by a median or average of 

the heart rates HR and the standardized slopes SL calculated for all pulse periods collected in 

10 10 seconds.  

[0068] 

The specific procedure of use of the method is provided taking a patient of the height 1.7m as 

an example: before the first use of the electronic product of the present disclosure, the patient 

first uses a standard mercury sphygmomanometer to measure the patient's blood pressure data 

15 as follows: systolic pressure 120 mmHg, diastolic pressure 78mmHg. The patient inputs the set 

of standard values into the electronic product of the present disclosure and carries on 

measurements with the electronic product of the present disclosure within 5 minutes. Assuming 

that in the first measurement, the product measures and obtains within 10 seconds a RWTT 

array with a median of 0.27s, heart rates with an average of 65, Td with an average of 0.56s, 

20 and SL with an average of 1.61 (assuming Pnor = 2.6V, DC = 2V, Kd3 = 40). Substituting these 

measurement data into the corrected systolic pressure SYS formula and the corrected first (or 

second) diastolic pressure DIA formula with a unified unit of mmHg gives: 

[0069] 
systolic pressure SYS=118-Ksc and 

25 [0070] 

first diastolic pressure DIA = 69.5 + Kic or 

[0071] 

second diastolic pressure DIA = 79 + Kac.  

[0072] 

30 By comparing with the standard blood pressure values, it could be obtained that Ksc = 120/118 

= 1.017, Kdc = 78-69.5 = 8.5, or Kdc = 78-79 = -1.The values of the correction parameters Ksc 

and Kic are permanently stored, and when the patient uses the electronic product of the present 

disclosure to perform measurements next time, the product automatically uses the corrected 

systolic pressure SYS formula and the corrected first (or second) diastolic pressure DIA 

35 formula to conduct calculations. Each time the patient performs the above correction process, 
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the values of the correction parameters Ksc and Kdc stored in the product are updated 

accordingly.  

[0073] 

For example, when the patient uses the electronic product of the present disclosure for a second 

5 time, the product measures and obtains within 10 seconds the RWTT array with a median value 

of 0.26s, heart rates with an average of 70, Td with an average of 0.6s, and SL with an average 

of 1.33 (Pnor, DC, Kd3 remain unchanged, since it is the same product). Substituting these 

measured data, as well as the stored correction parameters Ksc and K&c, into the corrected 

systolic pressure SYS formula and the corrected first (or second) diastolic pressure DIA 

10 formula gives: 

[0074] 

SYS =1.5 x 266 x 1.72 x1.017 =17348kg /m3 =130mmHg 
systolic pressure 0.26 , and 

[0075] 

2.7 
DIA= +0.5x70+8.5=83.5mmHg 

first diastolic pressure 0.262 or 

15 [0076] 

2 15 40 
DIA= + + -1=84mmHg 

second diastolic pressure 0.262 0.6 1.33 

[0077] 

Embodiment 6 

[0078] 

20 A blood pressure monitor based on pulse return wave transmission time, as shown in Fig. 3, 

includes a pulse sensor which may use a pulse sensor based on photoplethysmography that is 

highly sensitive and more suitable for finger contact sensing equipment.  

[0079] 

Said pulse sensor is connected in turn to a linear current-voltage conversion circuit, a unity 

25 gain buffer, a low-pass amplifier circuit, an analog-to-digital conversion circuit and a processor.  

The processor is further connected with a power supply, which may use a 3.7 V (or 3.8 V) 

rechargeable lithium battery or nickel hydrogen battery to power the circuit, or may use a USB 

(5V) power supply.  

[0080] 

30 The above circuits may be designed and integrated using complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor (CMOS) technology. CMOS technology is cheap, and has mature design and 

13
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manufacturing technology, stable performance, and rapid development, and thus is preferred 

for large-scale integrated circuit chip standardization and miniaturization.  

[0081] 

As other preferences, the above circuitry may also be implemented by using discrete 

5 components and integrating these discrete components on a printed circuit board. The 

processor may be implemented by a field programmable gate array (FPGA), or a digital signal 

processor (Digital Signal Processing. DSP), a microcomputer or the like.  

[0082] 

The processor is also connected with a memory and/or display and input module and/or a low 

10 dropout linear regulator. Before the user inputs his or her own height or individual corrected 

blood pressure value into the input module, the system selects a default height and calculation 

formula to calculate blood pressure. After the user inputs his or her own height or individual 

corrected blood pressure value, the user's height and the calculated individual correction 

parameters will be permanently saved until the next new input occurs to be replaced by a new 

15 value. Said memory may be internal memory and/or external memory, specifically selected as 

needed, without specific limitation.  

[0083] 

If part of the circuit requires the use of 3.3V standard voltage, it may be generated by low 

dropout regulator (LDO), and the corresponding signal level may be adjusted by a level 

20 shifting circuit.  

[0084] 

The cutoff frequency of the low-pass amplifier circuit is 20-50 Hz and should not be set too 

low so as to avoid deformation of the original pulse waveform. In further analysis to the 

original pulse waveform, low frequency noise may be eliminated by the processor performing 

25 further digital filtering.  

[0085] 

The sampling rate of said analog-to-digital conversion circuit is set to lkS/s, and the 

analog-to-digital conversion circuit should have a precision of 10 or more bits to maintain the 

sampling accuracy, that is, about 10,000 samples may be obtained within 10 seconds.  

30 [0086] 

Said processor performs low-pass digital filtering on the digitized data with a cutoff frequency 

of 10 Hz to further remove the noise.  

[0087] 

The specific way of use of the method is provided below: a pulse wave sensor I detects a pulse 

35 change at the finger and outputs (usually) a corresponding small current signal, and a linear 
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current-voltage conversion circuit 2 converts the small current signal into a small voltage 

signal. A unity gain buffer 3 has a high input impedance which acts as a signal isolation and 

drives a low pass amplifier circuit 4 at next stage as a buffer. The low-pass amplifier circuit 4 

amplifies the small voltage signal of the pulse to an appropriate level and performs a first 

5 low-pass filtering with a cutoff frequency of about 50 Hz to remove the high-frequency noise 

to a large extent without causing original pulse waveform to be deformed. An analog-to-digital 

conversion circuit 5 converts the analog voltage signal into a digital signal by sampling and 

outputs it to a processor 6. The analog-to-digital conversion circuit 5 should have a sufficiently 

high sampling rate to obtain a sufficient amount of original pulse wave waveform information 

10 and stops collecting after having collected a predetermined number (e.g., 10,000) of data point.  

The processor 6 stores the data of these original waveforms in an internal memory 7. or in an 

external memory 8. The processor performs the blood pressure calculation method based on the 

pulse return wave transmission time as described above. The processor 6 then performs 

in-depth processes and analysis on the data of the original waveform, finds the primary wave 

15 starting point of the pulse wave and the growth point of return wave in each pulse period 

according to the algorithm provided by the present disclosure, and calculates a time interval 

between these two as the RWTT of the period. The processor 6 hereby calculates the RWTT for 

all periods and takes the median RTM, and calculates the heart rate, systolic pressure, and 

diastolic pressure, respectively, according to the algorithm of the present disclosure.  

20 [0088] 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that embodiments of the present disclosure may 

be provided as a method, system, or computer program product. Thus, the present disclosure 

may take the form of a pure hardware embodiment, a pure software embodiment, or a 

combination of software and hardware aspects. Moreover, the present disclosure may take the 

25 form of a computer program product implemented on one or more computer usable storage 

media (including but not limited to disk storage, CD-ROM, optical memory, etc.) in which 

computer usable program code is comprised.  

[0089] 

The present disclosure has been described with reference to a flowchart and/or block diagram 

30 of a method, apparatus (system), and computer program product according to an embodiment 

thereof. It will be appreciated that each process and/or block in the flowchart and/or block 

diagram as well as a combination of processes and/or blocks in flowcharts and/or block 

diagrams may be implemented by computer program instructions. These computer program 

instructions may be provided to a processor of a general-purpose computer, a dedicated 

35 computer, an embedded processor, or other programmable data processing apparatuses to 
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generate a machine such that instructions executed by a processor of a computer or other 

programmable data processing apparatuses generate a device that implements the functions 

specified in one or more flows of the flowchart or one or more blocks of the block diagram.  

[0090] 

5 These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable memory 

capable of operating a computer or other programmable data processing apparatuses in a 

particular manner such that instructions stored in the computer readable memory produce a 

product that includes a command device that implements a function specified in one or more 

flows of the flowchart or one or more blocks of the block diagram.  

10 [0091] 

These computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other 

programmable data processing apparatuses such that a series of operational steps are performed 

on the computer or other programmable apparatuses to produce computer-implemented 

processing, thereby instructions executed on a computer or other programmable apparatuses 

15 provide steps for implementing the functions specified in one or more flows of the flowchart or 

one or more blocks of the block diagram.  

[0092] 

While the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure have been described, those skilled 

in the art may make further changes and modifications to these embodiments, once the basic 

20 concept of inventiveness is known. Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to be 

construed as including the preferred embodiments and all changes and modifications that fall 

within the scope of the present disclosure.  
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method for calculating blood pressure based on pulse return wave transmission time, 

5 comprising steps of: 

Si: collecting and storing pulse waveform data at a fingertip; 

S2: processing said pulse waveform data to obtain a heart rate and parameters of a plurality 

of pulse periods, detecting time axis coordinates of a primary wave starting point SPLI of a 

pulse wave and a growth point SPL2 of a return wave in each of said pulse periods, and 

10 calculating a corresponding pulse return wave transmission time RWTT: RWTT = SPL2 

SPLI; 

S3: calculating the pulse return wave transmission time RWTT in each of said pulse periods 

to form a RWTT array; and 

S4: calculating systolic and diastolic pressures based on said RWTT array and the heart rate.  

15 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising a step S5 of correcting the calculated 

systolic and diastolic pressures for each individual.  

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising a step S21 of correcting said 

20 growth point SPL2 of the return wave in accordance with profile characteristics of different 

types of pulse waves.  

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the step of calculating the 

systolic pressure comprises establishing a systolic pressure SYS formula according to said 

25 RWTT array 

where Ks is 1.2-1.8.  

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the step of calculating the 

30 diastolic pressure comprises establishing a first diastolic blood pressure DIA formula according 

to said RWTT array 

DIA = Kdl + K 2 - HR 
RWTTI 

where Kdi is 2.1-3.3, Kd2 is 0.3-0.8, and HR is the heart rate.  

17
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6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the step of calculating the 

diastolic pressure comprises establishing a second diastolic blood pressure DIA formula 

according to said RWTT array 

DIA = Kl+ A2" + A 3 
RWTT2  T SL 

where Kai is 1.6-2.4, Kd2 is 12-18, Kd3 is 52 (Pnor-DC) to 79 (P1 r-DC), SL is a normalized 

slope, and Poor and DC are reference peak and reference DC voltage in the pulse period, 

respectively.  

10 7. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the corrected 

systolic pressure SYS formula is 

VYg 0 &T - 246. -r K 

where Ks is 1.2-1.8.  

15 8. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims I to 7, wherein the corrected first 

diastolic blood pressure DIA formula is 

DI= K D-T= d R ,r"2 + Kd2 - HR + Ad, 

where Kdi is 2.1-3.3, Kd2 is 0.3-0.8, and HR is the heart rate.  

20 9. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the corrected 

second diastolic blood pressure DIA formula is 

A d = 1 + d2 + d3 d 

RWTT 2  T, SL 

where Kai is 1.6-2.4, Kd2 is 12-18, Kd3 is 52 (Pnor-DC) to 79 (Pnor-DC), and SL is a normalized 

slope.  

25 

10. The method according to any one of claims I to 9, wherein the step S5 comprises: 

comparing the calculated systolic and diastolic pressures with predetermined standard values, 

and obtaining a systolic pressure correction parameter Ksc and a diastolic pressure correction 

parameter K&; and 

30 substituting the systolic pressure correction parameter Ksc into the systolic pressure SYS 
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formula to form a corrected systolic pressure SYS formula, and substituting the diastolic 

pressure correction parameter Kdc into the first diastolic pressure DIA formula and second 

diastolic pressure DIA formula, respectively, to form a corrected first diastolic pressure DIA 

formula and a corrected second diastolic pressure DIA formula.  

5 

11. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein instead of said RWTT array, a 

median RTM of the calculated RWTT array for all of the pulse periods collected in 10 seconds 

is used to calculate medians of systolic and diastolic pressures over 10 seconds.  

10 12. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein medians or 

averages of the calculated heart rate HR and normalized slope SL for all of the pulse periods 

collected in 10 seconds are used as said heart rate HR and said normalized slope SL.  

13. A blood pressure monitor employing the blood pressure calculation method based on a 

15 pulse return wave transmission time according to any one of claims I to 12, comprising a pulse 

sensor, wherein the pulse sensor is connected in turn with a linear current-to-voltage 

conversion circuit, a unity gain buffer, a low-pass amplifier circuit, an analog-to-digital 

conversion circuit, and a processor, and the processor is further connected with a power supply.  

20 14. The blood pressure monitor according to claim 13, wherein only one said pulse sensor is 

provided, and said processor is further connected with a memory and/or a display and input 

module and/or a low dropout linear regulator.  

15. The blood pressure monitor according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the low-pass amplifier 

25 circuit has a cutoff frequency of 20-50 Hz.  

16. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims 13 to 15, wherein the 

analog-to-digital conversion circuit has its sampling rate set to 1 kS/s.  

30 17. The blood pressure monitor according to any one of claims 13 to 16, wherein the processor 

performs low pass digital filtering on digitized data with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz to further 

remove the noise.  

19
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